Splashes from wound irrigations aren’t just messy … they’re dangerous!
Now there’s a safe way to contain body fluids during irrigation!

FEATURES

- Ergonomically shaped basin serves as the sterile tray container as well as the irrigation basin for the procedure

- Tray edges shaped to fit tightly against the body to catch fluids with less chance of spilling

- Dual purpose cup serves as both sterile fluid container and as a pedestal to support extremities for comfort and ease of use

- Trays and cups are of sturdy, durable construction

- Super absorbent tray liner absorbs and retains very high volumes of fluid

- Trays are customized for your specific needs to reduce set-up time and increase efficiency – nothing is wasted, proper protocols are encouraged

- Disposable, economical and efficient

Pad absorbs and retains an average of an entire liter of fluid – makes for virtually effortless cleanup!